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Abstract Wind speed dependences on different areas in a
wind farm have influences on security and economic
operation in power system. In order to simulate the cor-
relation of wind speed series between different positions,
this paper applies Copula function and rank correlation
matrix methods to measure the coherence of wind speed in
a wind farm. The correlated wind sample space is estab-
lished. According to active power output characteristics of
wind turbines, the polymerization model in a wind farm
can be achieved. Monte Carlo optimal power flow is
applied to IEEE-30 and IEEE-300 bus systems based on
the principle of energy saving dispatching. The study
shows that the accuracy of outputs is improved, thus
reducing the fluctuation ranges in unit generating costs and
power flow in branches while considering wind speed
polymerization. This approach provides a new method to
improve the effectiveness of energy saving dispatching and
system operation arrangement. Results have been tested to
be effective.
Keywords Copula function, Wind farm polymerized
model, Rank correlation, Optimal power flow
1 Introduction
Wind energy is a kind of green and clean energy which
plays an important role in optimizing modern energy
structure. Developing wind energy will be of benefit to
reduce fossil energy consumption and carbon emissions.
But as wind power is applied to the power system, the wind
abundance is becoming more and more serious. How to
economically and safely use wind energy is a new chal-
lenge in the globe [1]. To solve the power system operation
problems containing the sustainable energy, the principle
of energy saving dispatching has been introduced. It means
before using the clean energy, we should firstly consider
unit consumptions and pollution emission to make gener-
ation scheduling. Based on this principle, accurately fore-
casting wind speed can improve wind power consumption
and the energy saving dispatching.
The current wind speed forecasting model can be clas-
sified into physical model and historical wind model. The
former is used to forecast wind speed based on numerical
weather report while the latter uses historical wind speed to
extrapolate. Wind resource has certain regional feature
which means different positions has varies values in a wind
farm. But at present researches always assume that wind
speed of every wind turbines in a wind farm is equal [2–4]
at the same time when studying wind model we often
assume. Apparently, these models cannot accurately reflect
the wind speed in reality [5, 6]. Therefore, it will affect
wind farm outputs because lack of wind speed correlation
and further influence power dispatching and power system
operation. In order to improve the capability of energy-
saving power generation dispatching and wind power
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consumption, studying the influence of correlative wind of
large wind farm is essential and wind speed polymerized
model should be introduced.
In conventional studies, there are mainly three methods
to analyze wind speed correlation: 1) establishing wind
speed correlation sequences based on autoregressive
moving average (ARMA) model [7]; 2) orthogonal trans-
formation method based on the Cholesky decomposition to
linear correlation coefficient matrix of wind speed [8, 9]; 3)
Nataf transform method considering the relationship
between linear correlation matrixes of wind speed and
standard normal distributions [10, 11]. These three methods
all assume that the correlative wind speed sequences can
meet the same distribution. However, the wind speed in a
farm can subject to different distributions because of dif-
ferent locations. Copula function based on correlation
measurement can solve the problem very well. Since
Copulas have been applied to financial problems [12, 13],
in power system, they are proved to be effective. Zhang
[14] used Copula functions to establish the dependency
probabilistic sequence theory and used the arithmetic to
analyze total output probability distribution of multiple
wind farms. Copula functions are adopted to establish the
correlation of wind speed in multiple wind farms and the
dependency of load demand [15–17]. In [18–20], mixed
Copula functions are analyzed when the dependence
between wind speed series is studied. But they did not give
the reason why choose some Copula functions as the basis
of mixed function, at the same time, whether it is a good
choice to estimate the weight of each Copula function in
mixed model is still questionable.
This paper proposes a modeling method based on
Copula functions to deal with the wind speed distribution
characteristics and their correlation features. That is, get-
ting the Copula function parameters through cumulative
probability distribution function of historical wind speed;
based on the rank correlation theory, selecting suitable
Copula functions to simulate wind speed sample; and then
achieving wind power output model of which containing
wind speed dependence. Using the model in IEEE-30 and
IEEE-300 bus systems for Monte Carlo optimal power flow
calculation whose objective function is the minimum
power consumption to analyze the influences on wind farm
polymerization model in power system.
2 Wind farm polymerization model based on Copula
function
2.1 Copula function and basic concepts
Sklar theorem presents an n-dimension functionwhich can
be decomposed into n numbermarginal distribution functions
and a Copula function. In Copula function, it describes the
correlation of each marginal distribution variable and con-
nects random variables’ marginal distributions [21].
Functions FX1ðx1Þ; FX2ðx2Þ;    ; FXnðxnÞ can be
decomposed into Cðu1; u2;    ; unÞ:
Fðx1; x2;    ; xnÞ ¼ C½FX1ðx1Þ; FX2ðx2Þ;    ;FXnðxnÞ ð1Þ
If random vectors U1;U2;    ;Un follows a uniform
distribution on the interval [0, 1], the marginal distribution
functions FX1ðx1Þ; FX2ðx2Þ;    ;FXnðxnÞ of random vectors
X1; X2;    ;Xn can be described [15, 16] as:
FXiðxiÞ ¼ ui i ¼ 1; 2;    ; n ð2Þ
where ui is the element of vector Ui.
The equal probability inverse transformation random
variables can be achieved as:
xi ¼ F1Xi ðuiÞ i ¼ 1; 2;    ; n ð3Þ
Then (1) can be written as:
C½u1; u2;    ; un ¼ F½F1X1 ðu1Þ; F1X2 ðu2Þ;    ;F1Xn ðunÞ
ð4Þ
2.2 Spearman rank correlation
There are many kinds of methods to measure correlation










where qRL is the linear correlation between random vari-
able X1;X2; covðÞ is the covariance; varðÞ is variance.
Linear correlation only reflects the linear correlation
among random variables. The linear correlation does not
change when random variables make the same linear
transformation. But if the transformation is nonlinear, lin-
ear correlation will change. In order to avoid the correla-
tion deviation when wind speed deals with nonlinear
transformation, higher correlation study should be intro-
duced. This paper, introduces Kendall and Spearman rank
correlation to test the dependence of wind speed.
Assuming that random variables ðxi; yiÞðxj; yjÞ are sep-
arated and identically distributed with vector (X; Y), Cor-
relation coefficient of Kendall s and correlation coefficient
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It can be found during the same monotony when making
nonlinear transformation, coefficients s and qs would not
change [15].
3 Wind speed modeling based on Copula function
and its rank correlation
3.1 Modeling process of correlative wind speed
According to the measuring wind speed in history of a
mountainous wind farm in Yunnan, China. This paper uses
Copula function to establish the correlative wind speed
model. The total installed capacity of wind farm is
198 MW. Its unit capacity is 1.5 MW. Wind turbines are
distributed in 6 different mountains whose height varies
from 1800 to 2510 m. These 6 mountain areas are 19.3,
14.2, 11.2, 20.0, 21.2 and 18.6 square km. History data
(16,086 9 6 number) are measured: wind speeds are from
January 2011 to December 2011 in a day of every mid-
month in a year. Measurement step is 1 min.
Figure 1 shows the Spearman rank correlation matrix of
historical wind speed sample. The sample consists of 6
wind speed sequences of mountains, therefore, Spearman
rank correlation matrix is a matrix of 6 9 6. From the
Fig. 1, we can find that each wind speed sequence in a farm
is dependent with other sequences.
3.1.1 Weibull estimate marginal distribution of wind
sample
In current research, many parametric distributions have
been used to model wind speeds, such as Rayleigh, v2 and
ECDF distributions. In this paper Weibull distribution is
supposed to estimate wind speed series parameters. Wei-
bull distribution is perfect to model curve shape of wind
speed series and its accuracy has been verified [22–24].
Weibull function is described in (8), through moment
estimation method we can get group parameters of 6
mountains’ wind speed samples.






where vw is wind speed; cw and kw are separately scale and
shapeparameter; cw reflects the annual averagewind speed.
Parameters in Table 1 are the foundations of solving
probability distribution of each wind sequence.
3.1.2 Copulas for modeling wind speed correlation
Appendix A lists the probability density function of each
Copula function. We can obtain parameters of wind speed
sample each Copula function by using parameter estimation
method. To simplify the description, the dependence of wind
speed in mountain 1th and mountain 2th is discussed in this
paper (similar to other wind speed). For each Copula model,
the 16086 groups of data are generated. Table 2 shows esti-
mated parameters of each Copula of historical samples.
Using obtained parameters, through inverse Weibull
transformation, the wind speeds v1,v2 containing Copula
correlation are generated. By P–P test, wind speed series
generated by the function models are approximately coin-



















































































Fig. 1 Wind speed rank correlation
Table 1 Weibull distribution parameters of a mountain
Hill 1 2 3 4 5 6
Scale 9.885 10.343 6.318 8.800 8.881 9.070
Shape 2.890 2.899 2.520 2.660 2.832 2.680
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indicates that Copula function modeling wind speed is rea-
sonable [14]. In order to distinguish the results of different
functions, probability density map of each wind model is
proposed, and their rank correlation levels are also referred to
measure the accuracy of each model. Finally, empirical
Copula function is introduced to study the distance between
wind sample and data points in Copula model.
Figure 2 shows the probability density function of wind
sample and Copula models.
From Fig. 2, it is easy to find that Gumbel Copula is lost
correlation information in bottom tail and top tail of Clayton
Copula. However, original sample is a symmetrical distri-
bution, which means Gumbel Copula and Clayton Copula
are unsuitable. Fig. 2b is coincident with Fig. 2a, modeling
original wind speed by Gaussian Copula function is correct.
T-Copula is good to model the original data, but the distri-
bution has a sharp tail in both top and bottom while actual
wind speeds in fast and slow have considerable probability.
Frank Copula is used to describe original data, but is not
better than t-Copula nor Gaussian Copula.
Table 3 lists rank correlation of generated series in each
Copula model. From the table, Frank Copula has a better
performance than any other Copula function in Kendall;
and in Spearman, rank correlation of Gaussian Copula
model is the closest to the original values.
Table 2 Copula parameters of historical samples
Gaussian t (11.1657*) Gumbel Clayton Frank
0.6987 0.7074 1.9019 1.2556 5.6415
Note: 11.1657 is the degree of freedom
Fig. 2 Probability density function of each model
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In order to quantify this evaluation, the empirical Cop-
ula function is introduced to test their correctness.
ðxi; yiÞ (i = 1,2,…,n) is the sample of (X,Y), and Fn(x),
Fn(y) are separately empirical distributions of variable X
and Y, empirical Copula function can be describe as:





I½FnðxiÞ uI½FnðyiÞ v u; v 2 ½0; 1 ð9Þ
And the evaluation equals to the distance between wind












Total distances of all points in each Copula function
model are shown in Table 4.
In Table 4, Gaussian Copula has the shortest distance
compared with other functions. Thus, Gaussian Copula is
the best choice to this model.
3.1.3 Copula function assessment
For Copula models, although we have verified that
Gaussian Copula has a better performance than other
Copula function in this sample. There is still needed to test
its fitting property with original sample. Hence, Diehoid
financial principle ‘Assessment of density distribution
model based on series probability integral transformation’
is introduced [25, 26]. In this principle, the general idea of
Diehoid is: obtaining a new series from the original data by
probability integral transformation, and then testing
whether the new series is independent and identically dis-
tributed to (0, 1) uniform distribution. In this paper, it is
divided as two steps: (1) Transforming the Copula wind
model under the Weibull distribution by probability inte-
gral transformation, and then testing the autocorrelation of
each transformed series probability to see whether series
itself independent; (2) Using Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)
principle to check transformed series keeps (0, 1) uniform
distribution. We could recognize that the marginal distri-
bution of wind speed sample by Copula modeling is
correct.
The marginal bound of autocorrelation from Copula
models is [-0.0158, 0.0158], which means each wind
speed series is none autocorrelation. The results of K-S test
are shown in Table 5.
The statistical values show that for six series we have no
reasonable excuse to reject null hypothesis, that is ‘‘trans-
formed series obey [0, 1] uniform transformation’’. Results
show that Gaussian Copula is excellent to model the
marginal function of each speed series, and it is reasonable.
3.2 Wind farm output polymerization model
How to formulate the Gaussian Copula model from
original sample from Weibull estimated is shown in
Fig. 3.
The output quality of wind turbines can be described as:
Pw ¼













where vwi, vwo is cut-in speed and cut-out speeds. In this
paper, we suppose their values are 4 and 25 m/s. vr is rated
wind speed about 15 m/s. Pr is wind turbine rated output,
in this paper, it is 1.5 MW; n is wind-power coefficient,
taking 3 usually.
Taking the wind speed model by Gaussian Copula
function into (11), the polymerization model of wind farm
has accomplished. Figure 4 shows the frequency of poly-
merization model about wind farm output whose sample is
16086.
Table 3 Rank correlation of generated series
Type Kendall Spearman













Table 5 Results of K-S test
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4 Optimal power flow calculation when containing
wind farm
When calculating optimal power flow (OPF) whose
objective function is minimum power generation cost, the
wind turbine can be connected to power system as negative
load [27]. This model can be applied to energy-saving
power generation dispatching scheme. In this model, the
consumption level of generator unit is reflected by gener-
ator consumption characteristics. Wind turbines connecting
to power system as a negative load will conform to the
requirements of energy-saving power generation
dispatching. Under the guarantee of reliable power supply,
the scheme requires dispatching renewable resource prior
and then scheduling fossil power generation resources
successively according to the generating unit energy con-
sumptions and pollutant emission levels from low to high
orders.
This paper calculates OPF of power system which
contains thermal generation and wind farm generation. Due
to the priority scheduling for wind power, the wind farm
connects to a system as a negative load and is treated as PQ
bus in power flow calculation. With the minimum power
generation cost objective function, power balance equa-
tions and system safe operation constraints, OPF can make
the priority scheduling of renewable power generation
resources and the lowest levels for energy consumption
goal come true (Appendix C and Appendix D) [28].
5 Calculation process
The calculation process can be divided into four parts.
The first part is rank correlation matrix and Weibull dis-
tribution parameters of history record wind speeds. Sec-
ondly, it models correlative wind speeds in different hills
of a mountainous wind farm based on Multivariate
Fig. 3 Gaussian Copula transformation procession
















Fig. 4 Frequency of polymerization model in wind farm output
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Gaussian Copula function. The wind farm polymerization
model is obtained according to output characteristics of
wind turbines Thirdly, Monte Carlo optimal power flow is
taken. That means in different outputs of a wind farm, the
basic power flow and optimal power flow are calculated to
obtain the unit generating cost of the system (thermal
power generation cost/total thermal power generating
capacity) as well as branch power flow. Finally, we use a
probability statistics method to the unit generating cost and
branch power flow. The calculation process is shown in
Fig. 5.
6 Case studies
The mountainous wind farm polymerization model is
connected to IEEE-30 and IEEE-300 bus systems [29].
This paper calculates optimal power flow under the prin-
ciple of energy-saving power generation dispatching in
order to inspect the mean values and standard deviation of
branch power flow, as well as the probability density and
cumulative probability distribution of unit generating cost.
6.1 IEEE-30 bus case
There are 30 buses including 6 generator buses, 41
branches including 37 line branches and 4 transformer
branches in IEEE-30 bus system. The mountainous wind
farm is connected to a heavy load bus without power
supply. This paper establishes a polymerized model based
on multivariate Gaussian Copula function. The impacts of
wind farm polymerization are analyzed by taking 16086
Monte Carlo optimal power flow calculations.
Parts of branch power flows’ expectation and standard
deviation are shown in Table 6. Table 6 consists 3 group
results of 3 different models: 1) polymerization model; 2)
without polymerization model considering Weibull distri-
butions to model the wind speed; original wind speed
samples (data of historical wind speed). It can be seen,
compared with results of un-polymerization model the
results of polymerization model based on Copula function
are closer to those of historical wind speed. The model
considering wind speed dependence makes the results of
each Monte Carlo calculation more focused on, as shown in
Table 6 Total branch deviations of polymerization are
smaller than those of without polymerization model.
Table 7 gives the total deviations of the branch power of
IEEE-30 bus system. The polymerization has a smaller
deviation. The actual significance is that after considering
wind dependence, decreasing numbers of Monte Carlo
optimal power flow calculations will not influence the
accuracy of results. Usually, an optimal power flow cal-
culation of a large system requires considerable computa-
tion time; for the system incorporating wind power, since
the fluctuation of wind speed, it is necessary to increase the
number of calculation to insure the accuracy of results.
Therefore, it comes to taking large time in Monte Carlo
optimal power flow computation. Copula function can
conquer this shortcoming, the wind speed model consid-





Calculate historical wind speed rank correlation Rr
Monte Carlo calculation begins:     0n =
1n n= +
Wn N≤
Compute system base power flow
OPF calculation based on Interior Point Method
Calculate probability and statistics of unit 
generating cost and branch active power flow
Generate Multivariate Normal Copula function
C(u1, u2, ···, u6; Rr) based on Rr and independent
 standard Normal distribution function  
1 1 1
1 1 2 2 6 6 1 2 6[ ( ), ( ), , ( )] ( , , , ; )Rr ru u u C u u u RΦ Φ Φ Φ
− − − =
' ' '( )i i iu NΦ=
Obtain six hills’ NW wind speed samples by inverse Weibull 
distribution function: 111 1 1 6 6 6( ), , ( )WWv W u v W u
−−= =
Read the nth unit generating cost and branch active 
power flow under the nth wind speed sample
Use moment estimation method to
obtain Weibull distribution parameters
Get the output of every hills’ wind turbines by wind turbine output 
characteristic and obtain wind farm polymerization model
Generate every variables’ marginal Normal distribution functions by
Multivariate Normal joint distribution function and obtain the
correlative Normal distribution variables: 1( ), 1, 2, ,6i i iN u iΦ
−= =
( )i i iu NΦ=



















Branch power of polymerization model
Branch power of normal wind model
Branch power of original sample
Fig. 6 Cumulative probability distribution of power branches 5–7
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concentrated which will cut off the calculating time and
insure the precision at the same time. In all, the Copula
model is useful for energy-saving power generation dis-
patching strategy as well as system operation mode
arrangement.
Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) curves of branches 5-7 power. And Fig. 7 shows
the density distribution function of that branch power.
From the curves, it is easy to find the bus 7th which has
wind power to be incorporated, polymerization model fits
better than without polymerization model in the
probability.
Figure 8 shows the mean values of locational marginal
price (LMP) of IEEE-30 system after Monte Carlo calcu-
lations. We can find that results of polymerization model
are very close to those of historical samples which
emphasizes verification of Copula function.
Table 6 Mean values and standard deviation of part branch power flow
Branch Polymerization Without polymerization Original
Mean (MW) Standard deviation Mean (MW) Standard deviation Mean (MW) Standard deviation
1–2 17.099 4.144 17.305 4.663 17.167 4.647
3–4 16.149 1.695 16.044 2.407 16.066 2.106
2–5 10.160 3.975 11.573 5.721 10.737 4.556
2–6 20.050 2.525 20.021 3.258 19.981 3.032
5–7 9.612 4.429 11.158 5.989 10.351 4.763
6–7 26.355 26.804 27.278 31.854 25.242 29.339
6–8 35.760 1.387 35.747 1.593 35.717 1.508
9–11 12.868 6.278 12.555 7.006 12.499 6.490
9–10 7.353 3.587 7.174 4.003 7.142 3.708
12–13 0 0 0 0 0 0
12–14 12.868 6.278 12.555 7.006 12.499 6.490
12–15 15.026 5.226 14.871 6.007 14.764 5.517
12–16 28.382 1.861 28.462 2.201 28.310 2.181
15–18 7.000 0.587 6.886 0.591 6.897 0.508
18–19 0.652 0.332 0.725 0.340 0.684 0.321
10–21 6.063 0.375 6.120 0.541 6.106 0.487
21–22 7.281 0.449 7.408 0.519 7.381 0.416
15–23 9.021 2.639 9.507 2.839 8.975 2.824
22–24 6.704 1.298 7.072 1.416 6.825 1.228
23–24 23.634 4.680 24.262 5.015 24.032 4.549
24–25 5.738 1.933 6.100 2.017 6.015 1.713
25–26 4.133 0.373 4.197 0.452 4.190 0.474
25–27 4.457 0.442 4.443 0.540 4.419 0.542
27–29 2.179 0.485 2.179 0.619 2.166 0.522
27–30 4.104 0.077 4.107 0.089 4.103 0.087
29–30 6.244 0.565 6.239 0.719 6.232 0.615
8–28 10.530 3.092 10.689 3.580 10.477 3.452
6–28 4.426 0.081 4.429 0.092 4.425 0.091
6–9 8.709 0.162 8.715 0.185 8.707 0.182
6–10 1.958 0.037 1.959 0.042 1.958 0.041
4–12 6.764 0.714 6.852 0.755 6.816 0.713
Total 331.279 86.510 336.632 102.059 330.883 93.102
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6.2 IEEE-300 bus case
IEEE-300 bus case is based on software matpower4.1 to
run 1000 Monte Carlo calculations. There are 300 buses
including 69 generator buses, 411 branches in IEEE-300
bus system. The base capacity is 100 MW. The moun-
tainous wind farm is connected to Bus 20. Results show
that the similarity of which comes out of IEEE-30 bus.
Figure 9 is the result based on system IEEE-300 which
shows the accuracy of the proposed method. Total power
flow of 411 mean values of branches of polymerization
model is 51843.53. It is very close to the original model’s
result. The difference between them is only 15.53 which
means the little distinction can be ignored. Figure 10 is the
comparison of CDF of marginal generating cost between
two models which shows that polymerization model fit the
original data.
7 Conclusion
The research shows that the fluctuation of generator
output and branch power flow are smaller when consider-
ing wind farm polymerization effects. And the result also
shows that compared with normal wind speed model, the
polymerization has a better property to the historical wind
speed. In optimal power flow calculation, results of Monte
Carlo tend to be more concentrated, less volatile in simu-
lation of generating output and branch power. In large
numbers of Monte Carlo calculation, using Copula function
to model the wind power will be more realistic and accu-
rate to the description of the operation system and char-
acteristics of wind farm outputs. This will provide a
guidance for energy-saving dispatching strategy and sys-
tem operation mode arrangement.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted
use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided you give
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Appendix A
Table A1 lists the probability density function (PDF) of
each Copula function. Based on those functions, we can
obtain parameters of wind speed sample under each Copula
function by using parameters estimation method. Here, q is
























Fig. 7 Probability density distribution of power branches 5–7

















LMP of polymerization model
LMP of normal wind model
LMP of original sample
Fig. 8 Locational marginal price in IEEE-30




















Fig. 10 CDF of marginal generating cost
Fig. 9 Locational marginal price in IEEE-300
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linear correlation of two series; k is the degree of freedom
in t-distribution; a, h, k is parameter of Archimedean
Copula.
Appendix B
Figure B1 contains P-P plot of each Copula model based
on the method in [14].
Appendix C
The objective function in OPF calculation is (C1). Then




ða0i þ a1iPGi þ a2iP2GiÞ ðC1Þ
s:t:




























where SG is thermal generation set; PGi is active power of
generator i; a0i, a1i and a2i are the consumption charac-
teristic curve parameters of generator i; gðÞ are power
balance equations; h and Vare bus voltage phase angles and
amplitudes; PD and QD are active and reactive load; PW
and QW are active and reactive power output of wind farm;
PGmax and QGmax are upper active and reactive power output
of thermal generators; PDmax and QDmax are the upper active
and reactive load; Pij is active power flow of a line; Pijmax is
the active power upper constraint of a line; Vmax and Vmin
are upper and lower constraints of system bus voltage.
When the wind farm operates with a constant power
factor, the reactive power of wind farm’s export can be
calculated like:
QW ¼ PW tanu ðC3Þ
where u is the power factor angle which is often in the
fourth quadrant for grid-tied wind turbine.
Appendix D
Primal-Dual Interior Point Method is usually applied to
solving the OPF problem. Then the OPF model of formulas
(D1) and (D2) can be described simply as:
Min FðPGÞ ðD1Þ
s:t:
gðh; V; PG; QG; PD; QD; PW ; QWÞ ¼ 0
hðh; V; PG; QG; PD; QD; PW ; QWÞ 0
(
ðD2Þ
where hðÞ mean inequality constraints.
The process of using dual interior point method to solve
OPF problem is: introducing slack variable sðs[ 0Þ,
writing the inequality constraints into equality constraints
like hþ s ¼ 0, introducing barrier parameter l, con-
structing the logarithmic barrier function for slack variable,
obtaining augmented Lagrangian function like:
LðxÞ ¼ F  l
X
ln s rTg qTðhþ sÞ ðD3Þ
where r and q are dual vector for equality and inequality
constraints respectively.
Table A1 PDF of Copula function
Type Function
Gaussian Copula cðu; v;qÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1q2
p exp  /1ðuÞ2þ/1ðvÞ22q/1ðuÞ/1ðvÞ
2ð1q2Þ
 




cðu; v;q; kÞ ¼ q12
C kþ2

















cG ¼ CGðu;v;aÞðln uln vÞ
1
a1
uv½ð ln uÞ1aþð ln vÞ1a 2a
½ð ln uÞ1a þ ð ln vÞ1aa þ 1a 1
n o
Clayton Copula cClðu; v; hÞ ¼ ð1þ hÞðuvÞh1ðuh þ vh  1Þ21=h
Frank Copula cFðu; v; kÞ ¼ kðe
k1ÞekðuþvÞ
½ðek1Þþðeku1Þðekv1Þ2
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